
JAPANESE PRONOUNCIATION, JAPANESE WRITING, AND 
WRITING/READING ENGLISH WORDS IN KATAKANA 

The following are sample excerpts from the 7 page factsheet and worksheet set on 
Japanese pronounciation and Reading/Writing in Katakana. 

It is designed to be a basic introduction for students who are looking at Japanese 
history or culture; or could, of course, be used as an orientation for a Japanese 
writing lesson. I designed it for use with an Australian Curriculum year 8 Shogunate 
Japan unit. 

I always appreciate feedback: please contact me at duffystirling@gmail.com; see my 
TPT store at: http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Duffy-Stirling and my blog 
at http://duffystirling.wordpress.com. 

 

PAGE 1: (Fact Sheet) 

HOW TO PRONOUNCE JAPANESE WORDS 

The Japanese language is written and pronounced in syllables: 

Tokyo:  Kyoto: 

東 京  京 都 
Tō kyō  Kyō to 

tooh kyooh  kyooh toh 
 

Pronounce each syllable separately: 

Kawazaki = kah-wah-zah-ki 

 

PAGE 2: (Fact Sheet) 

Practice 

These are several Japanese words which are commonly mispronounced by English 
speakers. 

Japanese word What is it? We tend to say: 
How it should be 

said: 

manga type of animation main-gah mah-n-ga 

neko cat nee-koh neh-ko 
  

mailto:duffystirling@gmail.com
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PAGE 3 (Fact Sheet) 

JAPANESE WRITING 

English uses the Roman alphabet, which has, essentially 52 characters (upper case 
and lower case). In contrast, there are four different alphabets that the Japanese 
language uses: 

 
Each ‘pictogram’ has a particular 
meaning; they have evolved over 
time. 

Kanji: 2,000+ characters officially  

(though many more exist, up to 10,000! Many are old 
fashioned, however). 

The Chinese writing system which was adapted by the 
Japanese. Each character represents a word or 
meaning. Many have multiple meanings and 
pronunciations! Some characters are very similar in 
meaning (but not pronunciation!) to their Chinese 
counterparts so even though Chinese and Japanese 
language is completely different, it is possible for 
Chinese and Japanese to communicate with each other 
through kanji! 

 

PAGE 4 (Activity) 

WRITE YOUR NAME IN JAPANESE USING KATAKANA 

Japanese does not have all the available sounds in English, so translating an 
English word into Katakana can be challenging.  

First, separate your name into the syllables and sounds: 

SARA = Sah + rah 

Note that you are trying to identify the sounds, not the spelling. Using the Katakana 
chart, try to match the sounds of your name with the symbols. 

サラ (sa + ra) 

 

  



PAGE 5 (Worksheet) 
Reading Katakana: Guess the Name! 

You can read Katakana! See if you can match the katakana to the English name: 

(Hint: translate the symbols, and then try saying the name aloud!) 

イザベラ i za be ra  Anna 

アンナ   Tom 
 

 

PAGE 6 (Fact Sheet / Poster) 

Japanese Katakana Chart 

 

N ン Long Vowel: 
Place after the vowel ー Long Consonant: 

Place before the consonant: ッ 
 

 a i u e o ya yu yo 

 
ア 
a 

イ 
i 

ウ 
u 

エ 
e 

オ 
o  

K カ 
ka 

キ 
ki 

ク 
ku 

ケ 
ke 

コ 
ko 

キャ 
kya 

キュ 
kyu 

キョ 
kyo 

 

 

PAGE 7 (Answers Sheet for Worksheet) 

Answers 

 

イザベラ Isabella 
アンナ Anna 
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